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T he idea for the RxStudy Card was born when a clinical 
supply product for a top five global pharmaceutical 
sponsor’s trial was unexpectedly out of stock, with a five 

month restock delay. RxSolutions responded by creating a solution 
for subjects to receive the short supply product from a retail 
pharmacy, thus avoiding costly study delays. Since then, RxStudy 
Card has established itself as the service of choice for top pharma 
and CROs in North America to provide non-IMP medication and 
clinical supplies to the subjects who need them. We speak to 
company president Tom Heck about the benefits it brings.

What do you think distinguishes RxSolutions from 
traditional clinical suppliers?
Tom Heck: A large pharma sponsor once said, “Inventory doesn’t 
solve problems, it creates them.” A survey of our clients identifies 
no fewer than 16 steps needed to secure non-IMP, commercially 
available medications and supplies for study subjects. These 
products, which are available in the established pharmacy 
distribution channel, are expensive and time consuming to acquire, 
store, pack, label, ship and distribute to subjects. What’s more,  
our clients report that wasted product, which must be properly 
disposed of at the end of a study, is commonplace and costly.

We see the traditional sourcing, packaging, labelling and 
distribution supply strategy for these products as reminiscent  
of retail shopping before Amazon.com – inefficient in cost and 
human capital. RxStudy Card offers a refreshing break from 
tradition, allowing our clients to manage the science of their  
trials without the headaches of non-IMP product logistics.

How does RxStudy Card work?
RxStudy Card provides sites with insurance-like, wallet-sized  
cards that site coordinators distribute to enrolled study subjects. 
These cards, along with a prescription from the investigator, enable 
subjects to receive their non-IMP study medications and supplies 
directly from a pharmacy. 

RxStudy Card functions through its proprietary access to the  
US and Canadian pharmacy claims processing platform. Products 
are dispensed, and business rules are applied automatically at the 
pharmacy point of sale.

Where can RxStudy Card be used in clinical trials?
It can be used in any phase study requiring unblinded, 
commercially available medication and supplies. RxStudy Card 
can include large formularies, fast study starts or start-ups in  
the middle of  a study. 

RxStudy Card makes available standard of care; rescue 
medications; scheduled products; ancillary supplies – OTC 
medications, diabetes needles, asthma spacers and so on –   
as well as hard-to-procure medicines like biologics.

What are RxStudy Card’s most unique features?
Firstly, temperature excursion products – by relying upon a 
pharmacy’s established cold chain procedure, RxStudy Card 
mitigates a client’s risk of excursion with temperature sensitive 
products. Secondly, limited supply products – study subjects 
access products through the commercial pharmacy channel, 
which has priority access to products in limited supply. Depending 
on programme design, products can be sourced from multiple 
pharmacy sources, further mitigating this risk. Finally, high 
programme customisation – programmes are custom-built to  
meet clients’ needs for product and cost control. RxStudy Card 
allows a client to designate restricted programme access based 
upon the following criteria: covered products, eligible subjects, 
designated investigators and eligible pharmacies.

In what other areas is RxSolutions developing?
Growth of product distribution through speciality pharmacies and 
reliance on hub service providers has fostered our relationships 
with industry leading organisations in these areas. These networks 
improve our access to hard-to-source and/or high-priced non-IMP 
medications that meet stringent study protocol requirements. We 
are developing new methods to save costs for clients on eligible 
products by first processing patient third-party insurance claims  
at the pharmacy point of sale. RxStudy Card services are being 
developed for global markets outside the US and Canada.

Please can you share with us some of the secrets  
of the company’s success?
RxSolutions is restless when it comes to innovation, and success 
will come from responsive client-focused consultation from an 
experienced team with solid market knowledge. The company’s 
mission is to treat its clients fairly, responsibly and with integrity.

What is the biggest challenge facing the company?
Change. While most top ten pharma sponsors have used the 
service, as well as their chosen CROs, the challenge is to educate 
and persuade clinical supply professionals to break from tradition 
when supplying non-IMP, commercially available medications and 
supplies for their study subjects. Change is hard for all of us, but 
when it comes to saving thousands of hours and millions of dollars, 
our clients find it is well worth the effort. 

Who are RxSolutions’ competitors?
Hands down, our biggest competitor is tradition. 

Simplifying clinical supply 
RxSolutions offers an alternative to the traditional sourcing, packaging, labelling and 
distribution supply strategy for non-IMP medication and clinical supplies that simplifies logistics 
in all phases of human clinical trials. Company president Tom Heck explains this new approach. 
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